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ADP Clean Pipe
Anti-DDoS Protected Service
Overview
DDoS is a Cyberattack to dispute the normal traffic of targeted server, web services and infrastructures by a
flood of internet traffic. It is getting normal and becoming the primary concern of internet security to the
enterprise. Our protection is through the integration of the following mechanisms for traffic filtering:
- Auto learning normal behavior according to different customer service characteristics.
- Real-time attack analysis.
- Integration attack analysis data from around the world.
- Provide customers define to filtering country, IP, protocol, port number, string, application layer
parameters

Structure
 Distributed filtering:
our global scrubbing PoPs always
filter out the nearest source of
attack to improve cleaning
efficiency.

 Hierarchical filtering:
At the outermost layer, when our scrubbing edge
performing global protection, the more common
the attack, the more customers can feel the full
efficiency protection.
In the inner layer, using our scrubbing core for
customized protection, each customer can have
their own protective pattern to make the service
more flexible.

When traffic is sent to the DDoS protection scrubbing center, our self-research and developing system
will separate non-legitimate requests from others and let legitimate traffic pass through, therefore,
it can maintain operating normally and handle the legitimate traffic brought by the real user to access
the website.
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